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Market Review 

It never hurts to see some real-time support for our constant admonition that time in the market 

trumps market timing. Indeed, stocks turned in their second consecutive week of handsome 

gains, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average rebounding more than 900 points over the past five 

trading sessions. 



 

That advance added to the 826-point surge in the Dow over the last four trading days the week 

prior, with the big rally coinciding precisely with the release of the latest BofA Global Fund 

Manager survey the morning of July 19. Incredibly, the supposedly smart money confessed to a 

“dire” level of pessimism, with expectations for global growth and corporate profits at all-time 

lows and allocations to equities on par with the time around the Collapse of Lehman Brothers in 

2008. 



 

Obviously, anything can happen as we go forward, and we understand that stocks did not bottom 

during the Great Financial Crisis until March 2009, but we are again witnessing why the only 

problem with market timing is getting the timing right. 



 

Zigging when zagging would have been the much better move is not just a Wall Street 

phenomenon, as the folks on Main Street are often even worse with their market timing, with the 

number of Bulls on the weekly sentiment gauge from the American Association of Individual 

Investors plunging to its 25th lowest level in history the third week of June,… 



 

…and the Consumer Sentiment gauge from the University of Michigan hitting a record low,… 



 

…right as the S&P 500 was beginning a better-than-12% run up off of the Bear Market lows. 



 

To be sure, the current move northward could simply be a bounce in a downtrend, but each of the 

27 Bull Market runs of 20% or greater since 1927 has started with a 12% advance. Happily, 

every Bear Market has eventually been overcome in the fullness of time, so much so that 

investors who have stuck with stocks through thick and thin generally have superb long-term 

returns to show for their patience. 



 

Of course, it is not easy to keep the faith along the way, but a look back at history reveals that 

there have been plenty of hurdles overcome in the past, many of which were far more 

disconcerting than what investors are facing today. 



 

***** 

Now, it isn’t as if the last six week have seen the clouds part and the sun come out, as there 

remain plenty of issues about which to be concerned, but we never can know for sure how fickle 

market participants will react to the headlines. 



 

For example, the Federal Reserve boosted the target for the Federal Funds rate last week by 

another 75 basis points,… 



 

…raising the benchmark borrowing rate to 2.5%, but leading to lower, not higher, long-term 

government bond yields,… 



 

…as traders bet that Jerome H. Powell & Co. will come to the end of the rate-hiking cycle at the 

end of the year, with the Fed Chair himself stating last week, “At some point it will be 

appropriate to slow down. We are going to be guided by the data.” 



 

Those data are far from certain, as evidenced by the debate about whether the U.S. economy is 

technically in contraction, given that the current 40% recession odds,… 



 

…despite Friday’s initial estimate for Q2 real (inflation-adjusted) GDP growth coming in at 

negative 0.9%, the second successive quarter of decline. 



 

Interestingly, Chair Powell at Wednesday’s Press Conference was relatively upbeat in his 

remarks on the health of the economy,… 



 

…though he did not choose to mention the fact that nominal (non-inflation-adjusted) GDP 

growth soared in both Q1 and Q2,… 



 

…helping corporate profits, which are tabulated in nominal dollars, to show year-over-year 

growth. 



 

We are a bit puzzled by the seemingly singular focus on real GDP numbers when our bank 

accounts and stock portfolios are valued in actual dollars and many economic statistics are 

reported on a nominal basis,… 



 

…while other numbers are adjusted only for seasonal factors,… 



 

…and historical comparisons of the weekly jobless claims tallies are not adjusted for the change 

over time in the size of the work force. 



 

To be sure, we are not arguing that economists should ignore inflation,… 



 

…though we would prefer that they remind investors that equities historically have been a good 

hedge against high consumer prices. 



 

However, it is interesting, given all the recession hubbub that even on a real basis, the latest 

projections from the International Monetary Fund are still calling for GDP growth in the U.S. 

and the World for both 2022 and 2023,… 



 

…and the current estimate for real Q3 2022 domestic growth from the Atlanta Fed stands at 

2.1%. 



 

***** 

While we never know which was stock prices will move in the near term, and the equity futures 

are pointing to a lower opening when trading resumes this week, we remain of the mind that 

equities in general are attractively priced, despite the increase this year in interest rates,… 



 

…and that Value stocks, in particular, are very inexpensive,… 



 

…with our portfolios of what we believe to be undervalued stocks boasting very appealing 

valuation metrics. 



 

Stock Updates 

Keeping in mind that all stocks are rated as a “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” a listing 

of all current recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. We also offer the reminder that any sales we make 

for our newsletter strategies are announced via our Sales Alerts. 

Jason Clark, Chris Quigley and Zack Tart offer updates on more than a few of our stocks that 

posted quarterly results last week. 

Shares of investor favorite Apple (AAPL – $162.51) rose by more than 5% last week and 

continued their rally off the mid-June lows (up some 25%). With mounting concerns over the 

global consumer, Apple’s fiscal Q3 earnings release seemed to surprise more than a few. The 

iPhone maker said adjusted EPS was $1.20 on revenue of $82.96 billion, versus Wall Street 

consensus expectations of $1.16 and $82.76 billion, respectively. 

Not only did the company beat revenue expectations overall, it also did better for the iPhone and 

iPad, though it missed fairly badly on the Mac and Wearables-Home-Accessories. Service 

revenue was a slight miss. The company didn’t give revenue guidance for the current quarter, but 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


said growth overall would accelerate in comparison with the third quarter. Services growth, 

however, could decelerate. 

CEO Time Cook explained, “This quarter’s record results speak to Apple’s constant efforts to 

innovate, to advance new possibilities, and to enrich the lives of our customers. As always, we 

are leading with our values, and expressing them in everything we build, from new features that 

are designed to protect user privacy and security, to tools that will enhance accessibility, part of 

our longstanding commitment to create products for everyone.” 

“Our June quarter results continued to demonstrate our ability to manage our business effectively 

despite the challenging operating environment. We set a June quarter revenue record and our 

installed base of active devices reached an all-time high in every geographic segment and 

product category,” said CFO Luca Maestri. “During the quarter, we generated nearly $23 billion 

in operating cash flow, returned over $28 billion to our shareholders, and continued to invest in 

our long-term growth plans.” 

Mr. Cook confirmed earlier-in-the-month reports about a spending and hiring slowdown, saying 

the company would be “deliberate” given the current economic situation. The CEO blamed the 

Mac sales slowdown on the many closures in China in the ramp-up to the new MacBook Air and 

MacBook. He also blamed the poor performance by Wearables on factors including 

macroeconomic headwinds, the sales pause in Russia and supply-chain constraints. While macro 

headwinds hit parts of Apple’s business, the company seemingly implied that the iPhone had 

become more immune than other products. When questioned about AR and VR products in the 

future, he was evasive and focused on the existing AR capabilities in the iPhone and iPad. 

Apple has long been known for its tight grip on supply chains, so the continued admission of 

challenges on that front is a big deal. That said, the iPhone line continues to surprise and has 

seemingly become more of a need than a want in the eyes of global consumers. Long-time fans 

of Apple, we still see the shares offering compelling upside potential and continue to have them 

as a core holding in all of our portfolios outside of our Small-Mid-Dividend strategy. We 

continue to like the cash rich balance sheet and the flexibility and potential it offers, while also 

being quite constructive on the deepening entrenched Apple ecosystem. Our Target Price for 

AAPL is now $187. 

Microsoft (MSFT – $280.74) announced earnings of $2.23 per share in fiscal Q4 as revenue for 

the software titan climbed 12% year-over-year to $51.9 billion. Amazingly, Microsoft Cloud 

revenue grew 28% year-over to $25 billion, while foreign exchange effects impacted earnings by 

$0.04 per share and the firm incurred other write-downs and earnings impacts as a result of the 

war in Ukraine and shutdowns in China. Microsoft returned $12.4 billion to stock holders in the 

form of share repurchases and dividends in the quarter. 

CEO Satya Nadella commented, “In this environment, we are focused on 3 things: first, no 

company is better positioned than Microsoft to help organizations deliver on their digital 

imperative so that they can do more with less. From infrastructure and data to business 

applications and hybrid work, we provide unique differentiated value to our customers. Second, 

we will invest to take share and build new businesses and categories where we have long-term 



structural advantage. Lastly, we will manage through this period with an intense focus on 

prioritization and executional excellence in our own operations to drive operational leverage.” 

Microsoft closed on its acquisition of Xandr last month and according to Mr. Nadella, “We now 

power one of the world’s largest marketplaces for premium advertising.” He added, “With 

Microsoft advertising, every media and consumer Internet company now has a trusted platform 

for their own ad innovation and monetization. Just 2 weeks ago, Netflix chose us as its exclusive 

technology and sales partner for its first ad-supported subscription offering, a validation of the 

differentiated value we provide to any publisher looking for a flexible partner willing to build 

and innovate with them. And with PromoteIQ, we are providing a platform for retailers like 

Home Depot, Kohl’s and Kroger to build their own digital commerce and marketing channels. 

This quarter, Sephora chose our solution to help build a new advertising revenue stream while 

maintaining ownership of their own data and customer relationships.” 

While the above is all well and good, the stock jumped more than 11% since the results were 

released on the forward guidance offered on the company’s earnings call. Microsoft said it 

expects both revenue and operating income in fiscal 2023 to increase by a double-digit 

percentage, though currency fluctuations will remain a headwind. 

We continue to appreciate the success of Microsoft 365, the subscription-based Office 

productivity suite, which has turned into a cash machine, driving Productivity and Business 

Processes segment growth and getting MSFT a foot in the door when it comes to proving the 

value of Cloud-centric computing. One of the main advantages to host data in the Cloud is that 

Microsoft performs updates, patches and general security maintenance, taking the load off IT 

departments and individual users. Even as shares boast a higher P/E multiple than most in our 

portfolios, the technology leader’s dominance allows us to be more comfortable in our continued 

ownership relative to other opportunities. Our Target Price for MSFT is now $381. 

Shares of Alphabet (GOOG – $116.32) rebounded more than 10% following the release of its 

Q2 financial results, where it turned in $1.21 of EPS. The tech titan’s Search segment was the 

primary driver as revenue grew 13% year-over-year, propelling operating profit to $22.8 billion. 

Cloud turned in another solid quarter of revenue growth, jumping 37% year-over-year to over $6 

billion for the first time. 

CEO Sundar Pichai commented, “At [Google’s developer conference] in May, I talked about 2 

key ways we move that mission forward, advancing both knowledge and computing. Those goals 

are at the heart of what we do. We know that our services are particularly helpful to people and 

businesses during uncertain moments, whether it’s using Search or YouTube to define anything 

from anywhere or highly efficient tools like Search Ads that help businesses of all sizes reach 

customers or Google Cloud, which helps companies adapt to hybrid work and find efficiencies. 

We’ll continue to invest in areas like AI, Search and Cloud, and we’ll do it responsibly and in a 

way that is responsive to the current environment. Earlier this month, I announced that we’ll be 

slowing our hiring and sharpening our focus as a company. We are focused on hiring 

engineering, technical and other critical roles. And we are working to improve productivity and 

ensure that the great talent we do hire is aligned with our long-term priorities.” 



Regarding hiring, CFO Ruth Porat added, “We intend to slow the pace of hiring. We expect our 

actions on hiring to become more apparent in 2023. Our headcount additions in the third quarter 

will reflect we already have a strong number of commitments, including new graduate hires.” 

Ms. Porat also said, “The 2022 revenue growth rates are presented against particularly tough 

comps as we lapped the recovery in the second quarter of 2021 from the impact of the pandemic 

in early 2020. Going forward, the very strong revenue performance last year continues to create 

tough comps that will weigh on year-on-year growth rates of advertising revenues for the 

remainder of the year. In YouTube and Network, the pullbacks in spend by some advertisers in 

the second quarter reflects uncertainty about a number of factors that are challenging to 

disaggregate. Within other revenues in the third quarter, we expect an ongoing headwind from 

the fee changes and the slowdown in buyer spend that impacted results in the second quarter. 

Turning to Google Cloud. Customers are transforming their businesses, utilizing GCP’s secure 

infrastructure with data, analytics and AI capabilities, uncovering real-time insights and 

leveraging the collaborative tools of Workspace. They are in the early days of this 

transformation, and we continue to invest in our products, go-to-market capabilities and cloud 

regions.” 

An uncertain macro environment has pushed down the shares of most public advertising 

businesses in 2022. While a lull in ad spending shouldn’t come as a surprise, we expect GOOG’s 

search business to continue generating tremendous cash flow. Profitability ought to also improve 

for the business as a whole as it curtails spending, reducing the number of new hires, and as 

Cloud approaches profitability. Shares are reasonably priced at 19 times forward earnings 

estimates, especially given the nearly $100 billion of net cash on the balance sheet, and with EPS 

expected to reach over $8.00 by 2025. Our Target Price for GOOG is now $180. 

Shares of Meta Platforms (META – $159.10) were under pressure last week, sliding 6% 

following the release of Q2 results. The social-media giant earned $2.46 per share (vs. $2.54 est.) 

in the quarter on $28.8 billion of revenue as year-over-year growth in ad impressions remained 

flat with Q1 at 15%. Average pricing per ad did decline 15% in the quarter, worse than the 8% 

decline seen in Q1, which CFO David Wehner said was “driven by a reduction in advertiser 

demand, the mix shift in ad impressions towards lower monetizing services in regions and 

foreign currency depreciation.” 

Mr. Wehner also mentioned, “We’re in the midst of an economic cycle that is having a broad 

impact on the digital advertising business. We’re being disciplined on spending while still 

investing in those areas that will position to drive growth as the economic environment 

improves.” Susan Li will take over as CFO as Mr. Wehner moves into a Chief Strategy role in 

November. Management expects total revenue in Q3 to be in the range of $26 billion to $28.5 

billion and for full-year expenses total expenses in the range of $85 billion to $88 billion, down 

from the previous projection of between $87 billion to $92 billion as it reevaluates its priorities. 

Company founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg commented, ”Engagement trends on Facebook 

have generally been stronger than we anticipated, and strong real growth is continuing to drive 

engagement across Facebook and Instagram. That said, we seem to have entered an economic 

downturn that will have a broad impact on the digital advertising business. And it’s always hard 



to predict how deep or how long these cycles will be, but I’d say that the situation seems worse 

than it did a quarter ago. In this environment, we’re focused on making the long-term 

investments that will position us to be stronger coming out of this downturn, including our work 

on our discovery engine and Reels, our new ads infrastructure and the metaverse. And we’re also 

focused on being rigorous about measuring returns and sizing these investments correctly.” 

As if challenges from competition and Apple’s privacy protocols weren’t enough to contend with 

in the current environment, Meta shareholders now face a slowdown in ad spending as global 

businesses reevaluate their marketing plans. Of course, while we always reserve the right to 

reassess our convictions, we think that the massive downturn in the stock price YTD (off more 

than 52%) more than discounts the bad news. Shares trade significantly below the market 

multiple on both a trailing and forward basis, the balance sheet is pristine with $40 billion in 

cash, and the company is still primed to generate 70% more revenue than before the pandemic. 

The company’s transition to the metaverse will likely be measured in years, but we are today 

willing to remain patient as we think that the core advertising business will provide plenty of 

future cash flow, given that it still presents a tremendous value proposition for most small-to-

medium-sized businesses, while significant potential exists, we think, to monetize Family of 

Apps properties like WhatsApp and Reels. Our Target Price for META is now $360. 

Despite reporting fiscal Q3 top- and bottom-line results that were better than expectations, 

semiconductor designer Qualcomm (QCOM – $145.06) saw its shares fall by more than 5.5% 

last week as concerns about weakening global mobile phone demand and lowered Q4 guidance 

took their toll. For the quarter, QCOM reported adjusted EPS of $2.96 on revenue of $10.94 

billion, versus the respective consensus estimates of $2.87 and $10.87 billion. 

Margins were in line with expectations, and were driven by a combination of macro headwinds 

and Android weakness offset by strength in higher-tier handsets, especially in China. Handsets 

grew 59%, or 3% above expectations, to $6.15 billion, driven by high/premium-tier Snapdragon 

sales, especially in China, despite some softness in mid-tier Androids. Q4 guidance was weaker 

than expected with revenue at $11.4 billion, vs. the Street’s $11.9 billion expectation , and EPS 

of $3.15, vs. the $3.26 consensus, which includes a $0.20 EPS impact from macro headwinds 

and lower calendar year 2022 global and 5G handset shipment forecasts. 

CEO Cristiano Amon commented, “We are pleased to report strong quarterly results, with record 

QCT Automotive and IoT revenues in a challenging macroeconomic environment. We are also 

excited to announce the extension of our patent license agreement with Samsung and the 

expansion of our strategic partnership to deliver leading premium consumer experiences for 

Samsung Galaxy devices. Qualcomm is well positioned to be the company bringing advanced 

connectivity, data processing and intelligence to the edge, enabling cloud-edge convergence.” 

We were pleased to see QCOM’s robust outlook and expect to see continued execution 

momentum. Shares have slumped more than 23% this year, but we think the prospects for the 

company are bright, especially as high-quality chips are difficult to find. We were also happy to 

see a new agreement with Samsung, which expands Qualcomm’s chipset market share within 

Galaxy devices. Samsung also extended the company’s licensing agreement until 2030 and into 

6G. 



The deflating handset demand is a near-term risk, but we believe it is already reflected in 

expectations (with shares off 25% since early-January highs) and we remain confident in the 

company’s long-term revenue opportunities and diversification strategy beyond handsets. 

QCOM shares change hands at 11.5 times NTM adjusted EPS and offer a 2.1% dividend yield. 

Our Target Price has been adjusted to $224. 

Shares of Intel (INTC – $36.31) remain under pressure, sliding nearly 7% following the release 

of Q2 financial results. The $0.29 earned in the quarter was almost 60% less than what was 

expected by the Street as the chipmaker was affected by a slowdown in PC spending from macro 

headwinds and competition from AMD that affected data-center business. 

CEO Pat Gelsinger said, “This quarter’s results were below the standards we have set for the 

company and our shareholders. We must and will do better. The sudden and rapid decline in 

economic activity was the largest driver, but the shortfall also reflects our own execution issues. 

We are being responsive to changing business conditions, working closely with our customers 

while remaining laser-focused on our strategy and long-term opportunities. We are embracing 

this challenging environment to accelerate our transformation.” 

CFO David Zinsner added, “We are taking necessary actions to manage through the current 

environment, including accelerating the deployment of our smart capital strategy, while 

reiterating our prior full-year adjusted free cash flow guidance and returning gross margins to our 

target range by the fourth quarter. We remain fully committed to our business strategy, the long-

term financial model communicated at our investor meeting and a strong and growing dividend.” 

We have bemoaned Intel’s manufacturing difficulties in recent years, and while he hasn’t been at 

the helm for long, CEO Pat Gelsinger’s plans have yet to gain steam. Chip making is capital 

intensive, and it takes time for the first chips to roll off the production line, while the 

advancement in the House of Representatives of the $280 billion bill to bolster the U.S. 

semiconductor industry is a positive for Intel. Although our patience is not unending, we still 

think it’s worth cutting INTC management a little more slack to get the house in order. Given the 

historical valuation, we have held that the return profile more than compensated for above-

average risk for our portfolios, but we continue to debate the stock versus other opportunities 

given a broader selloff in the semiconductor landscape. The valuation has crept higher as capital 

spending plans ramp, so shares trade for 16 times forward earnings, but the dividend yield is 

4.0%. Our Target Price has been trimmed to $57. 

Comcast (CMCSA – $37.52) announced that it earned $1.01 per share (vs. the $0.91 est.), but 

investors zeroed in on the 28,000 net loss in cable customers, sending shares of the telecom giant 

13% lower over the two days following the release. CEO Brian Roberts attributed the result to a 

reversal of some pandemic trends that boosted broadband demand as society spent more time in 

their homes, a slowdown in moves across the firm’s geographic footprint and higher competition 

from fixed wireless. NBC Universal was a bright spot as studio revenue grew 33% year-over-

year from strong theatrical performance and content licensing. Streaming platform Peacock has 

also grown to 13 million paid subscribers. but lower ad revenue and a change in sports 

programming license agreements contributed to a 3.5% revenue reduction on a constant currency 



basis for the Sky segment. Comcast bought back $3 billion worth of stock in the quarter, 

bringing the total to $6 billion year-to-date. 

Mr. Roberts added, “Notwithstanding these industry and mostly macro-related factors, we 

remain extremely confident. We have spent decades investing and innovating to build a business 

that is well positioned to succeed in the environment we’re seeing. And we certainly expect a 

return to residential broadband subscriber additions. How do we plan to do that? Well, we’re 

working hard to expand our footprint, taking advantage of growth in housing and businesses in 

our current markets, accelerating edge outs into new areas. And we are playing offense when it 

comes to government subsidies.” 

Not dissimilar from other names in the communications sector, economic headwinds and the 

threat of lower ad spending have pressured the stock price, which has been hit by more than 40% 

since the high set last September. But the latest and likely more critical issue for many is the 

drop in cable customers and the threat of fixed wireless. While notable, we think the negativity is 

overdone, agreeing in spirit with Mr. Roberts when he said, “We are in a unique environment 

with some headwinds, but move activity should return to some level of normalcy, mobile 

substitution will eventually stabilize. And we believe fixed wireless has inherent performance 

and capacity limitations that sharply limit the number of people on a network using a given 

amount of spectrum, which should provide a natural cap on their overall industry penetration.” 

We doubt cable (particularly broadband) will be easily displaced in a dramatic way for many 

years, and find shares very attractively priced with the expectation that Comcast will continue to 

generate lots of cash flow. We also think the firm will increasingly return this cash to 

shareholders as it has strengthened the balance sheet through refinances while rates were at 

record lows that pushed the average maturity of its debt to about 18 years. CMCSA trades for 

just 10 times forward EPS estimates, well below the historical average, and with a 2.9% dividend 

yield. Our Target Price is $63. 

Shares of Walmart (WMT – $132.05) ended the trading week virtually unchanged, despite 

falling more than 7% on Tuesday after the global retail giant warned that its fiscal Q2 and full-

year fiscal 2023 results will come in below previous expectations. The company said consumer 

spending was focused more on lower-margin “need” items and the strength in the U.S. dollar 

impacted its international operations. “The increasing levels of food and fuel inflation are 

affecting how customers spend, and while we’ve made good progress clearing hardline 

categories, apparel in Walmart U.S. is requiring more markdown dollars. We’re now anticipating 

more pressure on general merchandise in the back half; however, we’re encouraged by the start 

we’re seeing on school supplies in Walmart U.S.,” said CEO Doug McMillon. 

Management said that consolidated net sales growth for the second quarter and full year is 

expected to be about 7.5% and 4.5%, respectively. Excluding divestitures, consolidated net sales 

growth for the full year is expected to be about 5.5%. Net sales include a headwind from 

currency of about $1 billion in the second quarter. Based on current exchange rates, the company 

expects a $1.8 billion headwind in the second half of the year. The company maintains its 

expectations for Walmart U.S. comp sales growth, excluding fuel, of about 3% in the back half 

of the year. Operating income for the second-quarter and full-year is expected to decline 13% to 



14% and 11% to 13%, respectively. Excluding divestitures, operating income for the full year is 

expected to decline 10% to 12%. Adjusted earnings per share for the second quarter and full year 

is expected to decline around 8% to 9% and 11% to 13%, respectively. Excluding divestitures, 

adjusted earnings per share for the full year is expected to decline 10% to 12%. 

With inflationary pressures taking a toll on numerous Walmart customers, we shouldn’t be that 

surprised that the company has been feeling gross margin pressures in its general merchandise 

business (particularly in apparel) that will most likely continue through the balance of the year. 

That said, while trailing inflation reports haven’t shown it yet, we have seen gasoline prices at 

the pump fall for weeks on end, while food and commodity costs have begun to to abate 

(Wingstop noted that chicken wing prices have recently fallen 20%), which would seem to 

suggest that the Federal Reserve’s job of slowing demand with some relief in certain supply 

chain areas could be working. All that said, as long-term investors, we continue to like the 

direction Walmart has been going over the past few years and believe its expanding omnichannel 

presence, value proposition and defensive characteristics continue to warrant the stock a place in 

our portfolios. Our Target Price for WMT is now $159. 

General Motors (GM – $36.26) earned $1.14 in Q2, shy of the $1.31 expected by the Street, as 

the automaker continues to work through supply-chain challenges. Management says demand 

remains strong, however, with dealers selling vehicles about as fast as CEO Mary Barra & Co. 

can make them. Indeed, dealer inventory sits at around 250,000 units, while turning about every 

10 to 15 days, in line with the respective 10 and 15 days of GM’s component stock on hand for 

full-size SUVs and pickup trucks. In North America, the company continues to build vehicles 

ahead without certain components, which has affected near-term margins, but GM expects all of 

these 90,000 vehicles to be sold during Q3 and Q4. 

Regarding Cruise, the firm’s autonomous vehicle project, Ms. Barra stated, “Without question, 

the Cruise team’s launch of fully driverless commercial operations in San Francisco in June was 

historic. The next steps for Cruise in the second half include working with regulators to increase 

their hours of operation and service area, expanding their fleet of Bolt AVs and testing the Cruise 

Origin. And as always, we are committed to safety as Cruise expands.” 

GM also continues to move ahead on its path to build out its electric offering, making the first 

deliveries of the Cadillac Lyriq early in July. It will debut the Chevy Silverado EV in spring of 

2023, and has taken steps to secure supplies to meet battery demand, inking binding agreements 

with LG Chem, POSCO Chemical and Livent to supply metals and other battery components. 

GM CEO Paul Jacobson added, “We’re making significant progress on several fronts, including 

Cruise commercialization and our battery supply chain. Just yesterday, the Department of Energy 

announced a conditional commitment to Ultium Cells LLC, our 50-50 joint venture to 

manufacture battery cells, for a $2.5 billion loan to help fund the construction of our battery cell 

manufacturing facilities in Ohio, Tennessee and Michigan, supporting our goal of the secure 

battery materials and technology supply chain here in North America.“ 

We continue to find the company’s move away from sedans and towards trucks and SUVs as an 

important catalyst that helps supply huge amounts of cash flow needed to execute its 



“Transformation Roadmap,” which includes launching more than 30 EVs in the very near term. 

And GM is making tremendous progress on that front, expecting to produce 400,000 EVs in 

North America through 2023. Shares rallied more than 4% last week, despite the earnings miss, 

but they still change hands at only 5 times expected NTM adjusted EPS. Our Target Price for 

GM is now $71. 

After a strong start to 2022, followed by weakness over the last few months, shares of 

agricultural concern Archer Daniels Midland (ADM – $82.77) shot up more than 12% last 

week on the back of a fantastic Q2 earnings report. For the three-month period, ADM said it 

generated revenue of $27.3 billion, versus the consensus analyst estimate of $24.9 billion. 

Adjusted EPS of $2.15 came in 25% above forecasts. 

All three of the company’s business segments topped expectations, although the outperformance 

was particularly noteworthy in Ag Services where investors seemingly thought profits had 

peaked in Q1 (instead they were up 58% quarter over quarter). Despite sequentially lower 

synthetic soybean crush margins, crushing profits were up 9% from the prior quarter. Starches 

and Sweeteners revenue and margins were also stronger than expected. 

CEO Juan Luciano commented, “Our second quarter adjusted earnings per share of $2.15 reflect 

our team’s strong execution, delivering nutrition to billions of people around the globe. In 

addition, our productivity initiatives are improving our capabilities and mitigating the impact of 

inflation, while our innovation projects are powering profitable growth, as we leverage our 

unique portfolio and globally integrated network to meet demand driven by the three enduring 

global trends of food security, health and well-being, and sustainability.” 

He continued, “Looking forward, we expect the combination of our strategic actions and 

continued good demand for our products to propel very strong earnings in the second half of 

2022, with strong cash flows enabling us to accelerate approximately $1 billion in share 

repurchases into the back half of the year. Beyond that, we will continue to execute the growth 

plan we laid out at our Global Investor Day, while maintaining our focus on balanced capital 

allocation and optimizing ROIC.” 

Often subject to volatile swings in commodity markets, we acknowledge that the wind may not 

always be at ADM’s back. For the time being, however, we appreciate the tightness that broadly 

characterizes global ag markets and expect this to persist throughout 2022, and potentially 

beyond. We also appreciate investments to develop proprietary formulations of product in the 

Nutrition segment, which could serve to stabilize results over time. ADM trades for less than 14 

times NTM estimated EPS, while the dividend yield is 1.9%. Our Target Price has been boosted 

to $100. 

Shares of Whirlpool (WHR – $172.87) gained back 3% last week. The appliance maker reported 

Q2 results that showed bottom-line results well above estimates, but top-line revenue a bit softer. 

Given the hit to shares this year going into the release, one might have expected a bit more of a 

jump, but WHR also adjusted full-year expectations lower. For the second quarter, adjusted EPS 

were $5.97, almost 14% above the consensus expectation of $5.24. Revenue for the period of 

$5.1 billion came in 2.7% below expectations. The quarter saw solid margins in North America 



helped by price increases, but dampened by input costs and weaker unit volume. Latin America 

and Asia saw better performance than many were expecting, while emerging markets and Europe 

struggled. 

CEO Marc Bitzer stated, “We delivered 9% ongoing EBIT margins globally and 14% in North 

America – this is further proof of our more profitable and agile business model. Moreover, long-

term fundamentals of demand remain strong and we continue to progress our portfolio 

transformation to position ourselves to drive long-term value.” 

For full-year adjusted EPS guidance, management lowered its prior range of $24.00 to $26.00 

down to a range of $22.00 to $24.00. While still a very robust number, especially considering 

where the stock is currently changing hands, there are no shortage of skeptics. With the North 

America business softening and competition ramping up, while higher mortgage rates are 

slowing home buying and building, one could argue for the near-term pause in enthusiasm, if it 

weren’t for our belief that there is still a larger replacement cycle occurring and that long-term 

demand fundamentals not just in North America, but across the globe are intact. Furthermore, in 

our humble opinion, shares are trading way too low for a company that could be delivering even 

$19.00 or $20.00 per share of adjusted earnings over the next four quarters (noting the consensus 

estimate during that time is $22.99), with the NTM P/E ratio at just 7.5. 

Near-term supply constraints and raw material cost issues are nothing new for Whirlpool as the 

company has navigated similar bumps in the road before, while consistently generating solid free 

cash flow. We also see non-North American markets driving long-term growth as the rest of the 

world progresses technologically and emerging markets incorporate modern conveniences into 

daily living. Management continues to share our optimism as evidenced by continuing to be on 

track to return $1.5 billion to shareholders this year. WHR shares offer a current dividend yield 

of 4.1% and our Target Price stands at $285. 

Over the first two quarters of 2022, shares of Alexandria Real Estate (ARE – $165.78) were 

pummeled, falling more than 33%. Given the REIT’s medical office and laboratory client base, 

plus solid occupancy rates, we saw the move lower as very much overdone, even as interest rates 

moved up rapidly. With a recent dip in rates and a solid Q2 financial report, shares rallied more 

than 10% last week. ARE reported adjusted FFO of $2.10 per share for the quarter, versus the 

consensus expectation of $2.06. 

Beyond rising interest rates and slowing economic activity, investor concerns include the fact 

that industry-wide lab space leasing is slowing and the supply pipeline is large, however, 

Alexandria’s trends remain strong. The company is well positioned on a lot of fronts and its 

consistent execution keeps us constructive on ARE. 

Executive Chairman and Founder Joel Marcus shared, “In a very challenging macroeconomic 

environment for sure, we are very blessed and thankful to have a truly one-of-a-kind public 

company, which has a uniquely visionary mission to create and grow life science ecosystems and 

clusters that ignite and accelerate leading innovators to advance human health by curing disease, 

saving lives, and vastly improving nutrition, our mission for sure.” 



He added. “We’ve experienced very powerful continuing rental rate increases and leasing 

activity. It’s important to remember, 87% of our leasing comes from our existing tenants. We 

have uniquely crafted our own demand driver, and our more than 1,000 tenants and 92% of the 

first half of 2022 leasing comes from this tenant base. 2.3 million square feet were signed in the 

second quarter, a third all-time high, with cash all-time high of 34%, rental rate increase highest 

ever, and a 45% GAAP rental rate, truly epic and historic. And then keep in mind, 50% of our 

annual rental revenue is from investment grade or big cap companies, public companies, and 

80% of our tenants are not private or development stage biotech companies.” 

Management expects occupancy levels to stay in the 95% to 96% range looking to the rest of 

2022, and they raised full year estimates for per share funds from operations for 2022 to $8.41 

based on cost savings and solid recent results. The consensus analyst estimates for 2023, 2024 

and 2025 are a respective $9.05, $9.79 and $10.47, so there is handsome growth potential, even 

as we see ARE’s base of tenants as defensive, with strong long-term demand for biomedical 

research. Shares yield a respectable 2.8%, and we have adjusted our Target Price to $240. 

Shares of Koninklijke Philips (PHG – $20.74) skidded more than 6% last week on the release 

of Q2 results, where the health care technology company earned 0.14 euros per share, which was 

well below expectations. The result was less than half the 0.40 euros of profit in the 2021 period 

as prolonged COVID lockdowns, the Respironics recall and a much-more-robust 2021 quarter 

impacted the year-over-year comparison. Sales declines were broad-based affecting each of 

PHG’s three business segments, with Diagnosis & Treatment, Connected Care and Personal 

Health sales declining 4%, 13% and 5%, respectively. 

Looking to the remainder of 2022, CFO Abhijit Bhattacharya explained, “The first half of 2022 

was obviously very challenging. Our sales declined 5%, on the back of 9% growth in the first 

half of 2021. Although this is in line with our guidance for the first half of the year of a mid-

single-digit decline, we had to weather additional headwinds from the China lockdown and the 

Russia-Ukraine war. Our teams are fully focused on everyday execution, delivering on the 

customer demand and addressing the supply chain risks. We are seeing component supplies 

gradually improving although issues do pop up, and have taken action to strengthen our supply 

chain resilience. This gives us the confidence that we will resume growth from the third quarter 

onwards, which is expected to result in a 6% to 9% comparable sales growth in the second half 

of the year, on the back of a 9% decline last year. We further expect to deliver 1% to 3% growth 

in the full year, which includes approximately EUR 500 million impact from the lower sales in 

China, Russia and the supply shortage compared to our January guidance after mitigation as well 

as significant cost inflation. Across our businesses, we have also stepped up actions on 

productivity and pricing, which together with the sales growth are expected to drive improved 

profitability in the second half of the year. For the full year 2022, we expect to deliver around 

10% adjusted EBITA margin.” 

Litigation from the Respironics recall remains a wildcard, but with 90% of the recalls expected 

to completed in 2022, we are encouraged by all the testing Philips has done to ensure a positive 

outcome. Roy Jakobs, an executive in the Connected Care segment gave an update, “As a 

reminder, we are undertaking hundreds of tests, working with 5 certified testing labs and 

numerous external experts. At this stage in the test and research program, we observed that the 



instance is rare and the chemical characterization of foam degradation is complex. The results to 

date for the DreamStation 1 devices show the following: very low prevalence of significant 

visible foam degradation in the over 63,000 devices inspected. Ozone cleaning materially 

increases foam degradation. Volatile organic compound emissions were within ISO limits when 

not exposed to Ozone. And foam degradation does not contribute to appreciable elevated levels 

of respiratory particles, which were within ISO limits. And even when significant visible 

particles are formed, they are likely to accumulate and stick inside the device. Further 

biocompatibility testing and assessment of degraded PE-PUR foam is still ongoing to fully assess 

potential patient risk. Due to extended throughput times, we hope to come back to you on this 

assessment in the coming months.” 

Philips says it is in cooperation with the DOJ on behalf of the FDA and will provide updates as 

appropriate according to the confidential nature of the discussions. It is dealing with civil 

complaints in multiple jurisdictions but said that is unable to quantify the liability of these claims 

at present. 

Management guidance is to be taken with a grain of salt following several modifications to the 

downside in recent years. And we are careful not to overlook or downplay the issues at hand 

(supply chain tightness, recall, COVID impacts, etc.), but we continue to think these risks are 

“in” the current price as shares trade at levels not seen since 2012. Following a decade-long shift 

to concentrate on healthcare technology, Philips’ diagnostics and imaging business is one in 

which there are few major players with high barriers to entry (and where it is estimated that three 

companies, including PHG, hold a 70% global market share). Demonstrating its market 

leadership, Philips also says that it holds #1 or #2 position in categories that generate 70% of 

revenue. The dividend yield is 3.7% and we have adjusted our Target Price to $41. 

Shares of Newmont Corp (NEM – $45.28) sank more than 11% last week following the release 

of the precious metal miner’s Q2 financial results on Monday. Management cited “cost 

pressures, including the impact from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, an increasingly competitive 

labor market and the highest global inflation rates are well as seen in nearly 40 years,” as the 

culprits for a near 40% drop in earnings versus the prior year to $0.48 per share. Surprisingly, 

precious yellow metal prices also haven’t cooperated and are down year-to-date even as inflation 

has surged higher. Newmont has been punished far more than the underlying metal, however, 

with the stock now down more than 25% on the year, but the company says it continues to 

improve productivity and reduce labor risk through the implementation of autonomous 

equipment at some of its mining locations. 

Given the current environment, Newmont says it anticipates an additional 7% of cost escalation 

this year, on top of the 5% that was already baked into its full-year outlook provided last 

December. Around a third of the increase is related to labor costs, with the remaining two-thirds 

is a result of increase in prices for global commodities, raw materials fuel and energy. 

CEO Tom Palmer elaborated, “We’re observing escalation in the range of 20% to 30% for 

certain items, such as cyanide and explosives, which is being driven by the increase in the price 

of natural gas and the availability of ammonia as well as an increase in the price of steel that is 

being used in our grinding media and spare parts. We are seeing contracted services rates that are 



more than 10% higher than December last year, driven primarily by strong competition for 

specialized labor, higher levels of post-pandemic resulting in high demand and the pass-through 

of higher commodity prices and transportation costs. As an example, diesel prices have increased 

by more than $50 per barrel, adding approximately $20 per ounce to our all-in sustaining costs 

compared to our original guidance.” 

As painful as the decline has been, Newmont says its pipeline of more than 20 organic projects is 

sufficient to support production of more than 6 million ounces of gold and almost 2 million gold 

equivalent ounces from copper, silver, lead and zinc every year for at least the next decade. 

Current gold prices around $1,760 per ounce are below the firm’s $1,800 target which underlies 

the Board’s thinking around dividend projections, but we continue to like Newmont’s scale as 

the country’s largest gold producer. And, the balance sheet remains robust with $7.3 billion in 

liquidity and a net debt-to-EBITDA ratio of 0.3x, preserving Newmont’s financial flexibility 

with no debt due until 2029. We have repeatedly acknowledged the complexities and obstacles 

inherent in the mining industry but still like to have some modest exposure to gold, especially 

given the income (the present yield is nearly 5%) offered by the miner versus owning the 

precious yellow itself. Our Target Price is now $78. 

After falling 38% from mid-October 2021 to mid-June 2022, shares of New York Community 

Bancorp (NYCB – $10.62) have rebounded markedly, gaining 22% off of the lows as the 

regional bank continues to sharply execute on its transformation. The company reported a strong 

Q2, described in more detail within the CEO comments below, including stable non-interest 

operating expenses, as well as strength in deposits, loan growth and NIM. Adjusted EPS for the 

most recent quarter came in at $0.35, versus the consensus estimate of $0.32. 

CEO Thomas R. Cangemi explained, “We are extremely pleased with the company’s operating 

performance during the current second quarter. By almost any measure, results exceeded 

expectations, despite market volatility and higher interest rates. We reported record net income 

available to common stockholders, another quarter of record deposit growth, near-record loan 

growth, record originations, a higher net interest margin, and stable operating expenses, while 

asset quality remained stellar. This resulted in strong year-over-year diluted earnings per share 

growth.” 

He continued, “One of the main highlights during the quarter was our deposit growth. Total 

deposits increased $3.3 billion during the second quarter, up 35% on an annualized basis 

compared to $2.9 billion of deposit growth during the first quarter and now total more than $41 

billion. So far during the first half of 2022, loan-related deposits have risen $921 million 

compared to $475 million during all of 2021, evidencing the Company’s strategy to emphasize 

deposits at the expense of wholesale borrowings. All told, since re-focusing on this source of 

funding in January of last year, loan-related deposits have increased $1.4 billion, up about 40%.” 

He added, “We also saw continued growth in our loan portfolio, as total loans rose $1.8 billion or 

15% on an annualized basis compared to the first quarter of the year. This marks the third 

consecutive quarter of double-digit loan growth and our growth in the second quarter was the 

second-best quarter on record compared only to the fourth quarter of last year. Loan originations 

of $5.3 billion also set a new record for the company during the current second quarter. This was 



up almost 50% compared to the first quarter of the year and over 70% higher than what was 

originated during the second quarter of last year. While the loan portfolio has grown 

significantly, we have not compromised our standards, continuing to underwrite all of our loans 

based on our conservative criteria. This is reflected in our strong asset quality metrics, as non-

performing assets declined 20% to $56 million, representing only nine basis points of total 

assets, and remain among the best in the industry.” 

He concluded, “Finally, on the Flagstar merger front, we feel very good where we stand right 

now. Over the past 15 months, both sides have diligently worked together to get us into a strong 

position to close the deal quickly once all regulatory approvals are received in order to hit the 

ground running.” 

Shares trade at 78% of book value, and offer a robust (and we think stable) dividend yield of 

6.4%. Our Target Price for NYCB now resides at $17. 

Shares of World Fuel Services (INT – $27.72) were launched 19% higher on Friday after the 

global energy management company posted Q2 EPS of $0.41, more than 40% higher than the 

consensus estimate. CEO Michael J. Kasbar commented, “We generated solid results in the 

second quarter, demonstrating the strength and diversification of our business model, despite 

significant volatility experienced in the global energy markets. While we were impacted by 

severe backwardation throughout most of the quarter in aviation, our marine segment delivered 

record gross profit driven by market volatility that led to exceptionally high bunker fuel prices 

and a constrained credit environment. Our land segment also performed very well, reflecting the 

success of our Flyers acquisition and overall strong performance across our entire land business, 

including World Kinect. Our highly-talented global team once again demonstrated our ability to 

navigate an exceedingly complex macro environment, while remaining a valued partner to our 

customers and suppliers with a growing suite of renewable and digital solutions in support of 

their decarbonization journey.” 

CFO Ira Burns added, “So, I’m not sure I could think of a quarter historically, which better 

demonstrated the resiliency of our business and the value of the diversity of our business model 

in this past quarter. Simply put, we delivered solid results even though our aviation business 

continues to be significantly impacted by severe market pricing backwardation throughout most 

of the second quarter given the principally contract-oriented nature of our aviation business. 

However, these volatile market pricing dynamics drove our spot-oriented marine business 

through record results and our land segment, which on the back of the recent Flyers Energy 

acquisition has become a larger and more ratable piece of our broader business delivered very 

strong results as well.” 

Admittedly, World Fuel is not the most exciting business in our portfolio, but we like the 

exposure to a unique segment of the energy value chain. As a sort of grocery store for major 

users of energy (airlines, cruise operators, etc.), margins tend to be thin, but we think INT blocks 

and tackles extraordinarily well in an important role providing service to a segment of the 

economy that is on the mend. Despite the pop in price, shares still look inexpensive at just 12 

times the forward EPS estimate. Our Target Price has been elevated to $38. 
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